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Ths-repft--eovers the development and practical application
of test procedures Ito determine the geometrical quality of dompaOrm
ators for image coordinate measurement. The procedures are founded
upon grid coordinate measurements under operational conditions.
First the basic principles for the determination of the accuracy of
the measurements have been treated under different assumptions con-
cernitng the number and the positions of the test points. The
principles of the method of least squares have been applied through-
out, for the determination of regular (systematic) errors of the
measured data as well as for the estimation of a statistical value
of the irregular errors and for the error propagation in functions
of the basic observations.

The derivations have been made for grids, the given coordinates
of hich can be regarded to be errorless and for grids where certain
regular errors are assumed to be present in the given coordinates.

~~w1&E~~Ei'i~ cube-e nuc~uoo~kpnb

jnj. o~f- iicat s the theoretical deri
vations have been used for testing a number of comparators of
different types. Also some determinations of absolute scales have
been performed. The lowest standard error of unit weight found in
a comprator is of the order of magnitude 1 micron. Normal
distribution tests of the residuals have been performed throughout.

T-fristudies of-~the- residue" f%&tfi r guaraevo="w- be
8~6teead determined.
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DETERMINATION OF THE GEOMETRICAL QUALIT OF COPARATORS

FO IAG CORINTEMEASUETS

I. INMODUCTION

Comparators for image coordinate measurements are of basic
importance for all photogzmmtric activity. Such instruments are
used, for instance, in basic measurements for camera calibration
and for tests of the basic geometrical qality of photographs for
measuring purposes. For the calibration and test of various types
of photogrammetric plotting instruments, glass grids are of basic
importance. The coordinates of the intersections of the grid lines
have to be determined by measuremnts in comparators. Further,
analytical photog- try is founded upon measurements of image
coordinates in comparators. Stereocomparators can be regarded as
a set of tm, sometimes three, individual comparators vhere the
settings can be made stereoscopically Sad %here paralaxs (image
coordinate differences) sometimes are directly measured, in
addition to the image coordinates of the individual phot.
For these and other purposes, the quality of the measurements in
the comparator is of basic importance. It is necessary to deter-
mine and express this quality in a vell-defined and easily under-
stood manner. In connection with the delivery of a comparator,
it is also necessary to check the real quality of the instrument
in order to find out if the specifications vhich were agreed upon
in the order contract are fulfilled. Dring practical mork, it is
also necessary to check the quality of the comparator to decide if
ad usents have to be undertaken and to find out if the
'orks with the necessary reliability.

First, it is of interest to define the geometrical quality of a
measuring instrument. The accuracy is to be distinguwished frm
the precision. Accuracy has to be determined from a comparison
between measured data and the corresponding given or Imova values
of considerably higher reliability than the measuired data. Fm
the comparison, systematic or regular errors axe first to be
determned; i. e., such er hhich follow a certain well-
defined law concerning their direction and magnitude. The residual
accidental or irreg error, ch i prnciple, do not follow
az definable law but appear according to chance _ly,are assumed
to be distributed according to the normal frequency function
concerning the relation bet een the ma-gtude and the frequency.
Such errors, consequently, define the ultimate accuracy an have
-to be estimated In a clear and 'ell-defined mannwer. The most
effective estimation is performed with the aid of the method of
least squares as the staard error of unit t The accuracy
of an instmo"ent shou7ffr e ewre interms of the



regular errors and the standard error of unit weight. it is also
of value to show the distribution of the residual individual errors
or discrepancies and to test the no l distribution to be expected.

In this connection, it is also appropriate to define the concept
precis!o which frequently is used in literature. Here, precision
refers to the comparison between repliat or repeated measure-
ments or observations of unknown quantities. The precision is
usually determined fro the deviations between the average of a
set of measurements and the measuretents themselves and is ex-
pressed as standard deviation of one measurement and of the average.
Since a comparator isto 3e used primarily for the measurfents of
image coordinates in a plane (x' sd y'), the precision of the instru
ment must refer to the re _atability in settings of the coordinates
of one or more points vilo the accuracy refers to the ability with
which the instrument can determinete absolute coordinates of a
grid of high and known quality (accuracy). The gd dinaes
must, however, have been determined with another instrument and
cannot, therefore, alays be regarded to be completely errorless
themselves. This will, of course, ccmplicate the determination of
the accuracy of the comparator to a certain extent as will be
treated below. With respect to these circumstances, the detertin-
ation of the geometrical quality will be performed under tvo dif-
ferent conditions concerning the quality of the given gid coor-

dinates.

II. GMAL P!IP S OF T ' _DETEMfIATION OF TM ACCURACY,
ASSUKMG THE GRID COORDINATES TO BE EROUM

The comparator is assumed to be of high quality concerning the
mechanical and optical parts. This means that the systematic
errors are comparatively small and that the irregular or random
errors are still smaller and at least approximately normally dis-
tributed. This means, for instance, that gross "JUMps" in the
rollers, rods, or ball bearings are not to be expected and,

her, that the optical system is ell manufactured a _adjusted.
The scales and reading devices must also W of uniformly high
quality, without gross jrregularities.

The regular errors of the instrument that are to be expected are
scale differences in the two coordinate directions; absolute scale
errors; an4 Iack of orthogonality between the as. If a grid is
inserted into the plate holder of the comparator and the coor-
dinates of the grid axe measured, the lacking adjustnt of the
position of the grid can also be regided ao regular errors of the
measured coordinates. The position of the grid is defined by
three elements -two translations and one rotation of the grid,
For the treatment of the accurnc Of the compartor, the following
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parameters are, therefore, regarded to cause regulax or SyteAtic

errors of the measured grid coordinatese

2 translations of the grid: dxo ad dyo

1 rotation of the grid: da
1 additioMl rotation of one of the Axes of the dcrp&ator- dO
2 scale errors of the conrrtor. dmx dy.

These factors seem to be of p interest but evidently
more sources of regular errors can be assumed and taken into acount.
Next, the differential relation between the six mentioned Sources of
reguar errors nd the errors of the measured coordinates vili be
derived, see Fig. 1.

y y

\ 1009+

x

lO0g + 5

00 Io

0

Fgue 1. Coo-inate trapsformation between the systems x, Y al
x, y ~~ig the eters x0 , Y0 , the scale ratios

m 'X:X' andmy Y:Y', the les aand.
x

Corinate directions accordin to the Mann ccupa-ratoQrf
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From Fig. 1, the following relations are direct-ly derived:

.x0x + x'mAcosi - y "m ySin(of +()

yy + x'ms iW+Y'm co(a +) (2)

Through differentiation, ve :find:

dx -dX + x 'coskydms - x IM-Sindcy Y'ui(Ot+$)Am,

- y cos(+) (dti-d) (3)

dy -dy + x'iwd + X'-- xcoaotdc + y'cog(cy+0)dMy "

For the approxd.mative values: M. 1, my 1,4 a 0,9 ar

0, the differential formulas becomne:

dx dxo + xodmx - y(dy + d$)(5

dyr d dy + ydm + za(6)

These formulas contain differentials of the six parameters,
three of i*&ich (dx.x, dY0 , and dcy) affect the adjustment of the
grid in the comparator while the dmx, dam,2 and dB in the case

of correct grid coordinates affect the comparator. U~ the comparator
itself can be regarded as free fromu errors, these three parameters
can then be referred to the grid. As will be discusse and treated
below, these parameters can be refferred to both the instruiment andthe grid ad the problem of ditnuihn Wee the -i3 be
treated in detail.

if an errorless grid is measured in a comparator,, at least
three points must be used for the determination off the six para-meters since each point consists of twvo coordinate. Certain
condtions ezdst for the solution of the six equations of the type

(5)an (61Itich meastt there are conditions for the locations
of the points. For the solution of the six equations,, the dis-
crepancies d-z and dyrQ the expressions (5) -ad (6 edfined
an errors i. e.:

- mauxd X-given(7
dy maue given (8)
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If the differentials of the expressions (5) ad (6) af regarded as
errors of the parameters, the expressions are dented er'-or -- tions.
Thorections are reversed in sign and can be dete flig 3-263l,
frdd te s ve errors by changing the sipsB. This change cant
already be included in the expressions (5) and (6), and they are then
denoted correction _eatios. For cleaness, it is suitable to
Change the siis on the right side of the expressions (5) and (6).

if measurements have been made in more than the three necessar
points, there are redundant observations available and no unique
solution- can be obtained from different sets of three points. In
such a case, the method of least squares is the most convenient !My
to treat the problem of dtermining unique values of the errors or
corrections of the parameters. The observed disepancies dx And dy
are cor-ected Vith small quantities v. and vy, and the __

correction equations are obtaed frm (5) and (6) as follow:

v- =-dx X~ + y(da +o) -dx (9)
Vx 0 x

V 4 ydy dcr-dy (0

dx and dy defined according to expressions (7) and (8) above.Fron the Vorkin correction equations, the nm e 4uni are
derived and solved. The corrections to the- et I then
obtained as direct functions of the measired discrepancies and under
the conditions that the sum of the squarez [vV [vv ] becous
a mini-7m. From the solutions of the noeal eatioaso the
expression for this square sum and the weight and correlation
numbers are obtained. Residuals after the adjustment can be com-
puted from the original working correction equ-ations (9) and (10)
after substituting the solved corrections. All functions of the
adjusted quantities can be treated concernirg corrections, and the
accuracy of these corrections can also be determined fr the laws
of error propagation. The complete theory of errors for the
results of the actual measurements can, in other ad-rS, be treated
and the resultant accuracy can be expressed in terms of stanard
errors and as functions of the basle staond error of unit vei ht,

hich con be d e fro the sm of the squae v'v) - [V 'V +
+ [vyvy] according to the fo mla X3

uhere n is the number of points used in the adjustment procedu4re.
The standard error of the standard error of unit wight-is found
from the expression so

5



The confidene limits for the standard error of unit weight, and
for any function can be determined from the procedures shovn in
mathetiCal statistics.

Practical applications of these principles vili be dmfto-
strated below.

1. Measurements in Tree Points. In this case, no ad-

JustMent is reii*d S no-ments are available.
In particular for a demonstration of the error propagation pro-
cedure, a cc!pIete treattent of this case vili be made. Me three
points are assumed to be located as shom in Fig. 2.

43

a

Aa a

32 32f

Figure 2. The assumed locations and notations of three
points.

The coordinates of the three points are:

point x

32 -a 0
43 0 a (13)

The correction equatios are fro (5) and (6):
4x -ft xo + y( " ) (!4.)

dy = do-my " -d (15)

Applied to the three points (13) and the correepcn dsc anes,
the expressions (1-4) en (15) becow:g

6



dxz =-dx 0-&dm

dy32  ndyo +adca

dx1 % -3 a + do~)

dy 13 = 0d0 ad (16)

The solution of this System is:

0 2

d% 1 2 2a(19)

d. 3 4 +!Y 2 7FdY43

Y 2& (2D)
dy-dy

doi ~
2m

2LN 2dx,3 d 3 2 A'ai*jdy*-dy 3 2

According to their definitions, the weight and correaion numbers
awe:

1C2s a2

0

Qm1
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IA this case, no determination of the standard error of unit weight
can be made since no redundant observations are available. For the
error propagation, the basic standard error of unit weight., there-
fore, must be obtained from other experiments where reduindant
measuxremnents afe aMd-lable.

Frau the expressions (!4i) and (15),. correction s can be ccm-
Puted to arbitra' points in which measurements were m~ade glIM1ulta-
neousi? with the measurements in the points 32, 34, and 4&3-.

The accuracy of these corrections can be determined frau an
application of the general law of error propagatioun to the ex-
preissions (1ii) and (15). The weight numbers or the corretions aft:

%2aC2%x + 3rQ2j3V+WR (24&)

%-dy y2 + 2y(25)
The weight number of a correcte coriate is found after addition
of the -weight number of"E easurement of the coordinate in question.
This weight number is assumed to be 1; the weight number of a
corrected coordinate can,' therefore, after substitution of the weight
and correlation numbers (23), be expressed as:

223 X 3. 2  y
+Y 2a a (27)

The stanar errors of the corrected coodia are then found from:

ist the standar-d error of unit weight of the coordinate

maurements. The didstribut ion of the standard errors can be found
from s a i pa al plti-ng of () 29. ors plcty, the

s00 is Choseon = 1.

First, it is suitable to determine characteristic points as,
for Instance, possible ua~d=ua and min'ma Frau difc nito
of, the amprtssions (26) d (),we find:



XI
&QX jL

dX2 a2  ~

-2

Since both the Becod deiAves are positive,9 there is a MIANiMt
for the pointe

x a 0O, y =

Similarly, a minimum point is found for y, having the Same location.
The standard ero at this point is 1.15. In Fig. 3, a grap-hical
plotting of the expressions (28) and (29) is shomn. Prom such a
plot, the root mean square value of the errors within a certain
area can be determined by estimation. It is also possible to make
such a determination of the root mean square values of the theore-
tical errors by mathematical means. if, for instance, the root
mean square value of the standard erro- of z or y is to be deter-
mined within the area

-a -, x +a

-a % y %+a

the following expressions are used:

x=-+a a
.2 5x +~ -Ajd~2

3.~ +yd-a

After integration, ve find the value M2 =2 1.67
sX 5

lence
M M 1.3 so~L
x y

In a practical experiment, this value can be com-pared with a root
mean square value of the computed discrepan~cies. The agreanent
should not be expected to be exact but should be judged with respect



Figure- 3. Dstributom of the xtazir error or corrected cogrints;
correctionS ftm asseet i thre tmpoint; 32, 34, OW 43;
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to the confidence imits of the theoretical-ly determined vaue.
Exampies of the determination of such confidence limits will be given

2.Measurements in Four Points anel Adjustmen. The basic
wOrking correction equati-onsaeteepesin 9 M( above.
We &asufe the points to be located as showi in Figure4

-43

-a

-- a~ ------a
32 -a 34(

S23
Figure 4. Locations and notations of the four points for

coordinate measurements.

The working correction equations are applied to each of the points,
andi the coefficients of the differentials are tabulated as shown
in Table I.

Nbie I. -Working Correction Equtios___

Point x y dx. dy. dm. diny dc d$ dx dy

v. 3 +a 0 -l 0 -a 0 0 0 -d~, 032 -a 0 -1 0 -a 0 0 4x
43 0+ 1 0 00 + 0

23 0 -a -1 0 0 0 - a d 2

V 23 + 0 - 0 0 -a 0-- 0N 0d
32-a 0 0 - 0 0 -a 0a 0d7

43 0+a 0 -1 0 -a 0 0 0 -y
23 0- - a 0 0 0 -d 2 3

- - I ~ - -4



The normal equations axe formned in the usual vay~ and becue:

'4dxO + Edx) o

14y 0 V + Edy] = 0

2a2-di + a(dx- -dax )2
2shmd + a,(dy43 d23

4a~a 2 a +a~X d + dy dy)=

g&2 
34 32 0

d,+ gakd$ + a,(dx 23 d' 3) =0 (32)

The solutions of these equations ae:

d-x = Fd-x 1

J d y -

din U32 3
x 21L

dmy 2a

2a

d_0 2a(33)

The imight and correlation numbersare:

*x 1

121



Further"

2 -[y-2 d.Ld.)+(dy - y)
[w~ - d-3-+ d~dY] [ 4]+E) - c? 3._ 2 ~

(d ,. dy )2  + (2y _ " 
- )2

2

Hence ~FF

so (36)
The standard error of the standard error is, according to (12),

~a =0.50% (3

The reliability of the Standard error of umit eight is, consequent-y,
rather low due to the low number of redundant observations (8 - 6 = 2).
The confidence limits of S are:

0

for the five per cent level 1.Oso< s < 12. 6 so

for the one per cent level 0.9s0< so <2.3sO  (38)

The confidence limits of individual residuals after the adjust-
ment are:

for the five per cent level ± 1. 3s

for the one per cent level t 9.9s (39)

Consequently, rather large deviations of the standard error of unit
weght fr the usu (true) value must be accepted and also rather
large residuals After corrections.

From the vorkng corrtion equations (9) and (10), the
standard errors of the residuals can be dete ined. After application
of the genera lay of error propation and using the wight and
correlation numbers (34), the weight numbers of correted coor-
dinates are found as follow:

Q~2-a ?,2+

Hence: + X +2

13



1.54

Figure 5. Diottibution of atmaw eror of cormoted coordlnate5;
Commections frur four points; u 1.
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These expressions are symmetrical around the coordinate origin,
Uhich is to be expected due to the symmetrical positions of the
points. A graphical plotting of the expression (41) is shoun in
Fig. 5. The root Meat suare value of the btandard errors within a
certain area can be determined from Fig. 5 or frOM the numeriCal
procedure. For the area 2a x 2a, the root mean square Value is
found as follova:

2-x +dad (112)
x- a ygaa

After the integration, m find:

Mx y '25o (43)

The ccputations of the adjustments are considerably facilitated if
suitable forms are used(See fors 1 and 2, Appendix).

3. Measurements in Nine Points and Adutet We
assume 25 of the -Br pOinis r -oc a Wn oted a MhoiM
in Fig. 6.

5 ±2 153 + +55

+-2 43 414 t45

a

-3 -3 . -1331 32 33 -

"a

+2 23 +24 +25

111±12 3 - ±4 1
T15

Figure 6. Locatios and notations of 25 regular grid points.



For the treatment of a set of nine points, m~e use these: 11, 13,
15, 31, 33, 35, 51, 53, and 55. The Proceddure for the adJuset
is sinilar to the procedure for four points shown it section 112i
The 'wrking correction equations (9) Aa (10) are applied to eacht
ot the nine poifts. The results are shown in Table II.

Table II. Working CoretonEaiosfor Nine points__

- Point _ rTxfl __ I&dx d

_ - -- -7M -~*-*-

13 0 -9&-2-1 - a-... -. dxt
13 0 2.-i - -2 -. -z -5

1 -ft 0~ -1 -A -v- .- 2 -
31 -~O~-l -p2. -I-

-3 - - - -ft~
35 +2 01 -j -2 3

51 -4a +2a i-1 - 2a -a 2. 2 5
53 0 +2& -i. -2a 2a 9

55 2a +2 -I -2a - a

U 3 -2 "2 K 2a 2a -dl
13 0 -2. j1 2a -A~

15 +2& -2. 1 - 2. -2f - dl
31- 0 "f 0- -1 - 2. - -d33 0 0 - -1 I - - - -

35 +20 -m-1 - 2a -dyv3 5
51 -2a +2a -1 1- -2.2. -

53 0 +-2L -- -- 2a d 5
55 +2 +24 - j 2 a -2. 3 d 5

The normal equations becone:

9dxO + [U~]0
9dy + [dc)0

00

24adzn. + Wa91= 0

-- m+ 2sAf92 =- 0



I"8 +d 4ay do + 26N93 =0

21a 2d., + 24ad + 9W.94' =0(4

The symbols N91 tbrough W94' are defined as follows:

N91 d xu-+ U1 5  -i + d.x3 5-l +IX5()

b192 dyu1-dyi 3  "Y1 5 +dy 5 1 +daY 5 3 + Y5 5  (4i6)

N93dx~dx 1 3 dxj~d si~d 5 3  d 5 5 d~~d 1

-dyj 3l + dY'3 5 - dy51 + dy5-5 (4i7)

N94& =d.l + dx1 3 + dx1 5 - dix5 1 - dX53  di5 5, (4#8)

The solutions of the normal equations a*-:

dx-
0 -9

dyo -Uy

dm ifN91

duy IN92
f2a

121

d +

Qz,,x nm %a

2 2 2 2

Cvv] (44dx] + [dydy)-] 91 (51

17



so = (52)

8- o. (53)So

The conf idence lits a r for the standard error of unit weight:

for the five per cent level 0.9s0 - 2.0s

for the one per cent level 0.s 3.2s (
0

The confidence limits are for individual residuals after the ad-
justent and cor tion:

for the five per cent level + 2.2s

for the one per cent level + 3.1s (55)

The eight numbers of corrected coordinates are found from the
application of the general law of error propagation to the voking
correction equations (9) and (10), using the weight and correlation
nwnbers (50). After computations, we find:

10 ?e_+Y
yy + + 1a (56)

The corresponding standard eorsare

5S == 101. (x y=M%. ---o

X y 0 S = 6+ y (57)

This expression is graphically shon in Fig. 7 for 3 ()

The root mean square value of the standard errors within
the area, 4a + 4~a is found from the expression

2 -+2% y---Pa2

__ 10 (58),
lox -Sy 

(5

Aftr ntgration, me find

Ms = M Y= 1.ls (59)

For the pratical computations, see forms 1 and 3 (Appen-dix).-

18



131

Figure 7. DistributiMn of Gtandid erwors of correted oozdlzateus;
corrections detmid fro nine point; s0o1
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The main purpose of the fofloving determiination is to find the
stndr errows of the residuals in-the actual points for a ccii-
paxison with the actusa residual. We use the working correction
equations and substitute in these the expressiobs for the cor-
rections: from the bAdustnetit and the coordinate discrepancies
before the adjustluent. After rather comprehensive comutations
(which are not given in deta-l here),, the following expressions are

V 1 +410dt- +3 +d +d dx 5  51

-8 151d~ + %X313 + 233 -- x + 2dx--

dx53 dx55 (0

V,3 = (5dx1 l  5dx 5 +2dX31 + 2dx3 3 + 2dx.3 5  51,

- 5 3 - dx 5 5 ) (61)

V=5- (2dx, + 5d 1 3 l dx 1 5  dX3 1 +2x +d

- 4d-x 51i"dx 3+ 2d-x )(62)

Vi 1 (5%U+ dr3dx5 -3dxl + 2dx3- - dx + 5d-x +13 1  1  f J15333 5 51

1 + 2dx 53-dx 55 
(63)

VX3  9 1+d 3 +. 5 *X)d 3 3  -

+d3+ dx 5(64&)

V (--xl+ 2d-X3 + 58 15 + 2x3 'dx3

'K35 18 13 1 2C 3 13x 5 dxl +-5

+ 2ax 53 + 5d55) (65)

51 127U dxl3 w4 t 5 +-d-x l33 d 3 - lo di7 +

+ 3+2dx 5)(66)

20



- 18 ( d3,15 + 2dx3  + Oft33 + 2d-x + 5dx 51

- 1 53 + % 55)dx (67)

118 (.-IWx 11 - dx 1  + dx 5  - _3  + 2di3  +dX 3 5 + 2dxl+
V:55 3+2ii 3 3+5

+ 5d!x5 3  - 10dx 55 ) (68)

Next, the weight numbers of the residuals can be conuted as the square
sums of the coefficients of the measured data. From the expressions
(60) through (68), we rind the weight numbers ard stahad errors
as Shown in Fig. 8.

51Q_ 5 53- 3 5 5 Q5
9 Q 18 9

5=0.75 a a 0.85s a ao.75 s
0 00

31 331 35 Q 1

1 9 18
s= Q.85s s 0.94 so  = 0. 8 5 so

•. 13 " J5"
5 31 5
9 18 9

s-0.75 s s8=0.85 s s-0.75 s0 0 0

Figure 8. Wegh- numberse a standard errors of the residuals in
the nimne points after adJusbnent.
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4&. Measuremenits in 25 Pointe and mjustat. more obbser-
vations are desired in, ora ii asih e eiailty ofth
determination of the basic accuracy (the Standard errrs or unit
wight) of the coordinate measurements in the comparator. The
reliability of the standard error of unit weight can be expressed
by the standard error of the standard error of unit weight which
is s

a0 7 (609)

where r is the number, of redundant measurements.

For Measurements in four points. ve have r =- 2 and consequentl$y
=s Oe5so,.

Por ine points r 2 ands 5  0. 2-1s-
a09 0

Por 25 points r -4ands =1)2 -0 .11 a.

For further increase in the number of points, the decrease of the
standard error of the standard error of unit weight becms rather
smil3 and does not justify the increased $mount of work ad time
consiumptiona for the measuremnts and c-uations. Under normal
circumstances, therefore, measurements in 25 points can be regardied
as a maxi~mum.

The procedure for the treamnt of the measured data and for the
discrepancies is very similar to *hat has been applied to nine points
above and will not be repeated in detail here.

After the working corretion equations are tabulated according
to expressions (9) and (10) and the coordinate-s of Fig. 6 are used- for
the 25 points, the normal equations beomne as foflowa:

25ft-0 + [dx] =0

25dy -3r])=

5024m +a.1251 =0

504 2dm +e1252=-0
y

lO0a-dcya + 50- + 0N253 = 0

5ade+5%-Qo+ 254= 0 (70)
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The solution i.

dz [d-x)
xo 25 "1

o 25

do - 253W4
50a50

E 2 2 W2 2 )2

I~w = d~x + dyd 1- 2149252 +(N253-N254'± 1
tv dx + 50dy (72)

550

so (73)

The symbols ar ei s follovs:

N251 = qpL, - dx,2 + dx., + 2dxl- -5 2x-lia + dx, +2dx
ill ~ L 22 2 25

1, dzx d-dx +d ax -243l " 32 +O34 3 ;5 2--- --.2 + +i 2--
U 5x1 -dX5 2 + 3X 4+ 2dx5 (75)
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N252=-1~2~ 1  2d1 ~Y 1 y- 5 ~ % d 2

.ary2 4 y 5 + dy 41 ' d4 2 +dY43 +6Y44+ dYf 5 + wIY +

+ Wy- +273 dl 5 5  (76)

925 2xU+ xi+ 3+ '24 5+ dx2 + dx +dZ-2- +

+ dy~g + 2dy ' -dy & -+1dy 3-+

+ dy 5  w j 2 dy 2lw 2 +d74+ MY5 c-p W5 +d5

+ dy5% + 2y5(r7)

N24 2y2+2x2+2x, +2x4+2x5+d2 + dx 2 + dx23 +

+ dx2 ,1 + x -dx

- X52 '53 M54I 'b 5 5  (78)

dx = x dy

The confidence limits ofa ar

for five per cent level O.9so 1.38 79

for one per cent level o.8so - 1.41;.

Teconfidence limits of individual residual are

for five per cent level + 2.Os

for one per cent level + 2.70 (00)

The veight numbers of corted coordinates s'

2 4



and the corresponding a

The distribution of the standard errors vithin the area ii2A<xK+2a,.
4ay+2a is Shovn in Fig. 9. The root mean square vaue of the
standard errors over the surface 4a x 4a is about 1.o6 s6. The
corresponding value for the nine-point solution was found to be
1 * 1 809 No appreciable increase of the accuracy is,, consequently,

tobee--eted from the 25-point Solution in this respect and in
ccmparigon vith the ninei.point solution. Therefore, it Seems suf-
ficient in most cass to use the nine-point solution. Only the
reliability of the standard error of unit wight beccmes increased
through the 25-Point Solution. in sane cafss, this fact is Of
great inportance.

1.05 1.10

Figure 9. Distribution of standard errors of corrected copodintes;
corrections detewined fran 25 points.

For the practica compuuttons of the adjustment, a"e forms
1 and 4~ (Appenix).
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I.GENRA PRInC-IPLR OF TO AD3US~4N MCO-~J
ASSU~MG- ERROR-S f-I TE CCHPARATO AND GMI

The assimption made under Section 1I that the grid coordinates
can be regarded as errorless, of course, means a certain appro dw
mation. No grid coordinates cat be regarded to be completely free
fro errora since they also have to be measured in a euparator. in
general, therefore, the test procedure of a comparator should also
take into account the feet that the grid coordinates may be affected
with errors. Since these errors originally arose frm the measure-
mets in another comparator, they can be assumd to be of the ame
general character as the errors of the comparator to be investi-
gated.

Neglecting gross errors, the errors to be treated are of regular
(systematic)and irregular (random, accidental) character. As above,
distinction is made between the regular errors of the measured
coordinates caused by the adjustment of the grid in the plate holder
of the cmparator; i.e., two translations d-x Nd 0 and one rotation
of the grid in its plane da , and the regaerrors caused by dif-
ferent scales in the x and y directions and lack of orthogonality
between the axs, day dm., and d6 respectively. The regular errors

€od, dyeo, and da are of less importance for the accuracy of the

comparator or the grid since they can be made very small through
careful work aad, moreover, can be easily determined. The scale
errors and lack of orthogonality have to be expected in the grid as
well as in the comparator and must be distingpished. In the ad-
justment procedures as treated in Section II, a distinction between
the errors of the grid and of the comparator cannot be made. The
corrections obtained as veil as the standard errors of unit eigt
vere referred Qnly to the ccmuparator but will, of coutse, al-ays
coni the errors of the grid e.

it is possible, however, as wIll be shown in this secticn, to
disti-ngush between the regular errors d y, .ny, A d of the

ceapartor and of the grid if the grid is measured in different
positions. The method of least squares will be applied for the
distinction betwe- the actual errors and for an estAtio of
irregular errors as sla dard error of unit weight.

The regular errors of the grid and co a ator., e denoted
M.n, dalg jM &do d d-m .. and- 40. respectively. The
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grid is assuned to be measured in f our Poi.14 (II, III - nd Iv
and to be rotated in its plante through cN-entigrades) clockwise
betmeen the different posit ions. Further, the grid iB observed in
tw wys, up And doun, 1"U'1t and "b". In U, the grid lines Ar" on
the side of the glass toward the operator. in D, the operator viewa
the grid -lines through the glass. A change of the focussing of
the optical system from the location U is necessary. Under U and D,
four positions (IEw IV) are assumed And the foflowing combinations
are to be regarded: MI, 1111, UflI, and UIV AS well3 as DI, DII, =II,
amd DIV.

First, the differentiali formulas wili be derived for the differ-.
ent combinations and then general adjustments according to the method
of least ares Vill be made.

5.Grid a.

a. position M. The position M -when the grid point
notations and positions agree with rig. 6 is used as a starting
position. In particular, the influences upon the grid coordinated
of the regular errors dnL4 , dm- ., and da refer to this position.

Y9 9 g
In accordance with formaulas- (5) and (6), the differential

relations Are:

dxg = YgE+ ~m I(dgI+ d~g) (83)

dygI = 40og, + yjdJyg + x-1-da., (8I4)

The subscript I indicates that the term in question refers to
position I only. The corresponding diArnil rsin for
the regular errors of the cauparator are:

dxc wmxc -"c (5

dy ydy (86)
The terAIs Of the translations and of the cmmn rotation are
deleted from the exPreasions (85) and (86) for obvious reasons.

zhe discre1aciesbetwen the coorin a of the *on-
powara sad of the grid are defined as

A~Cx- gasuix e xge =4xm-4xg, (87)
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dy * YIeauled &Ygiven =-dy -dy 8  88

The ero equations for position MI become:

dX- itd=x * dxg- x..dm- + y(daa, + do) (89)

UI c 9oi y ig

fte vork-ix, correction equations are:

vx dxg -dx -x

V Y 4 d~g d &dy

and after substitution or (83) through (86) and sam rea-ageet

vW =dxo -x: dzl + "SAm + ydoc y~ - y - l - dxM-, (91)

vy =4o - ydmy + yfy+xd, dU 92

In these equations, the tvo translations ad the caon rotation
are simply denoted 01' 1vd r n a since they are specific for

position I and since, in principle, it is unimportant lihether they
are referred to the grid or to the cmpartor.

From (91) and (92), norual equations can be formed and solved
but a distinction betwen the regular errors of the grid and of the
ccmarator is iMpossi-ble. At least one more position, II or IV,
must be measured ad introduced in the cm~pitations.

b. Position UII. This position -Is obtained from
position 131 aftei bsido the grid in its own- plane through
i~ clockwise. Figures 10 ad 3.1 ahoy the relations between
the coo ate system xc ye of the conarator and c. ye of

tegrid respectively.
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Yc YgI Yc X Xg

51 .53-... 5 35

31 _ X e, 1  3 13 --- 5.Xc, Yg1

ill - 13 1l5 35 5:5

Figure 10. The grid in UI Figure U. Me grid in UI
position. position.

The coordinate system of the ccmparator is unchanged betwen the tio
positions but the xgI corresponds in the UII position to the "Yc and

the Y7I to the xM. This means that those parts of the differential
for (83) and(8) which refer to the regular errors of the grid
(a , dmyg, and lg) have to be changed in a corresponding r

in order that the discrepancies between the canparator coordinates
xc, yc' and the grid coordinates Xi , YgI, be correctly interpreted

and expressed. The translations dxoTt, oI and the common rotatim
dar of the grid are speelalized oflP for the actual position

917
and have to be expresed accordingly in the differential foxm .
The differential forwulas of the grid coordinates beem:

dx =-dx +yd cal

gii ogl S Yig cZ (93)

d vgj = dyJ0 g - xjdUn + yjdg + xdygl (4)

The differential formilas of the ccwparator errors ae still the
pressions (85) aM (86). The error eqatons of e discrepncies

betwe the comparator and grid coordinates of position UXf becow:

"-yd +yd(M C Z3Yd d_0 C --g x-yg -c -agn-
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fte vrk-ing correction equations becae:

,VWUI= dx01 1  xcdxLn- + ylm-+ ycd~c m yedoell dx~IM97)

Ufl4 of ~y- c y i!lx+ yidcl + xc a - - dy -_(9 8)

Prm the tvo sets of vorking correction equations (91), (92) an
(9-7) , (98),j normal equations can -be met up ad solved after
:MesUretft8r in A sufficient nuMber of identical grid points.
However, it Seems suitable for the sake Of Symmetry to use the
measurements in the positions =I and IV also and to adjust all the
-sets of mesurm2ts simultaneously. Therefore, the corresponding
wotrking correction equations for positions MII SM V wil- be dew
rived next and the nozmal equations wtill then be set up and solved.

c. Positim n . The grid in this position is rotated
9DO in its onplae -l~s rnte position -_. Th ol
dinate relations are shown in Fig. 12.

Yc' YgI

55 53 51

Figuae 12. The grid in =1i position.

After simiar considerations as above urnder section 5b. position

vI e find the following vorking correction equktions:

4hor - 'xc 2ctdex + ycdoc + y3 d0g - -olj 4XVIZ (99)
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vy1JII = dyojf - yed,,ye - yldDJy8 + xe&IalIl - dyuinl (100)

d. Position UIV. The grid -in this position it; rotated
-3009 cloc1wise i ts oM 'plane from -the position LuI. The eoordizate
relations aret shown -in F ig. 1 3,

55 5- 15

3 s -- -

Figure 13. Mhe grid in the UITV position.

After similar considerations as above under Section 5b, positiont

UII, w firA the folloving working correction equations:.

Idi -xdft yd + yd~ - ycda -dxl (101)

v..UI =oV yecmjc + xydzn - y g+ ;_y dyrU (12

e. Yoinit AAute of All Four Sets of Measurements.
In smim-uy, the 'Orkiins are for

vXW1 xoI , +d xidflxg + ye yj -ye ~ (1

= oI- 7c + y1damy 8+ x0dCY1  dyUI (92)

y. =dx -xdIm + ydy c2W1 il - x ~'~yg+ cc m ycdriI -x=(7

yUyol cdayc X dm, +y&+ xcda i dyT (98)
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vex xn da -dm + y d$ +t e a-ctal @

=l refe yrd'y yjdmyg + thcsn to-s. (100)

vy .d-x -xdut Yd41 +yd -ydct- dx~r(11
.UI ole c ac I, ne d c eV VIe

Vy yV-Y~yC+xImg -y~ eoI vt (102)

These working correction equationse can now be applied to Maeasure-
Ments in a suitable niziber of grid points. 22e actual grid poiut s
are preferably denoted on the glass side,, and the recorded coordinates
must refer to these notations.

In Tables InI and TV, the nine points used in Section 113 Above6
(see also Fig. 6), are assumed to have been measured. The tables
shov the coefficients of the parnwters frce the working correction
equations. The noXai equations are then fomed frM the tables in
the usual mmr. See equations (103) through (106).
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9d-x ~EdiJ =

9dx--[dX3i 0
o~l (103)

9dx 0 1j -IKIX 0

d-oIV - d.xltv -

qdo- Ld~ 0 (104)

9dy Idyl

9olll Edyll11  0

gdyori - dylIV -- 0

9&dy- - 48a dmxg 4& 2dmyg + 2aT 15
2 22

-48a2& L &y + 96&2dm +T W =0
xc y x 3

-A ~ ~ 2 us 4 ad C ma9 0 a + 2&T4.=0

222
964 dec - 480d$ ac - 24a4g.wct 2ady -2

1 ac +
C 1, 111 IV

+ 2&T 0

"4I8a4 +96ad$ + 24adr + 24a2da' +24a2 dot +21Adexi +

+2&T6 0
242 2-24d 2148c + 48a da + W =0

-244a 2  !1d + 2ad8+ 44lqdI 1 + 2aT =0

w2'424 +2z4a% + 480dk + 2T =0

c g IV 10

There ane four grgups of normal eqatiozi Which ame mutull-y in--
dependent. Th ybole T1 - T am defined~ as f~oo:
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+~ d-x dx + Idx -x cidz
1-11*d -15 31 35 51j -551

+ -t-x - di a dx + dx + dx + dx) +
-311 13 15 51 53 5- 1

+ (d-x -x + d-x -x -- + d-x ~dx) +
U11 -15 51 35 51 5511

+a--+ x- + dy3 - dy3 5 + dx

-1 y1 3 + 15 - 51 - 3 b 55)1IV

T dy- dyl 5 + c35l + d@55 + 055) (108

T3=(dyxjd,-d + dx 31 dI 3 5 + dx 5 -d 5 5 ) 1i-+

+,(d~y 31 3 y1 y1 .d5l d5 -d55111I

+ %l+ dy1 5 - @y31 + dY3 5 - @51 + @y55 )I

- @~5 + @~ d- 35 4. dy 51  @5) 19

d"15 +x 5 d'3 dx5,5I

+(-~dx 3 + d x. dx -+- +d

11 @3 X 15 - @~ 5 -@5 55 in~

+(-411- + d@ -~ +dy +@Y5 d'~ + d5 )I+

dy!3 13 -15 +d51 +d53 + -55III1
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T =dx dx - -dx +
5 dl + d113 + 15 - 51 53 55 1

41 ft + d-

( "In x 5 x - ' 5 - - 1 +

d6L1x14  15 +dX 51 + dX + 4155 A)

+(x- - d13 + x 453 55~

+ (dxj 1 3l + -l fY5 + - x 53 d 5 5 )i +-

T6- -&tl -dl - dX15 + d-7j 51 + 53 + x 55)y (13+

T 7 (-dx 1 1 - x13 - xi5 + dxl+ 4153 + dy55)1 +

+(dyvl -d~Y + dyl -dy 35+dy 1dyj 55 (113)

T8 1dl x5 +d31L d-35 + x51 d5511

Tq(-U+ 4x13 + x- 451 -4x753 - 55)II (t

+-d- + d+1 - y- -- 35 " -Y5-i + (115)II

- y13 dy!5 + d51+ 4753 + dY55) rf (116)
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the Solution$ of~ the normal equsition syatem-s are:-

I du rdy0
9

o11 9n 9

d-o-0 - d.y 11 tl J
9 9

tdx]~i(

dXOXV 2 --- yr

48a

M!+ T7+ T8 + Tq + Ti n9
d~ c 5 18a

d 2T6 + .. L(. + T + T 7, + T -T 10

I 48 5 + 6 7 T8 9 -10

dcv~=----( + +T6 -T- T -

4.8% 5 +67 8 39 710
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The following can be obtained from the normal equations:

_T- + T-'

da fn 3- -73~-T D 4 (1)dmyd dm,, ,

No absolute scale correction can be obtained from the solution
of the norm-al equations. This is, of course, to be expected since
neither the grid nor the comparator is assumed to have given absolute
dimensions. ow2y the differences betwen the scale corrections can
be determined. it is also impossible to determine the accuracy in
its real sense since no absolute data are given. Only the precision
can be determined fran repeated measurements of the grid points in
different locations and positions. in order to obtain a better
determination of the precision than frm repeated settings in
certain points only,, grid measurements in tvo suitable positions
are used. Such positions should be chosen mhere the possible regu-
lar errors of the grid and of the comparator became caxpensated
as far as possible. The simplest method would be to measure
the grid coordinates in one position tvice and as -dpenently
as possible, preferably with a reset of the grid in the plate holder
between the tvo sets of measurements. The ccmputation should be
performed as an adjustnent using three parameters, tvo translations
and one comon rotation. The adjustment should be performed as if
one of the sets of measurements mere the given values of the coor-
dinates. But this procedure may give misleading results due to
the possible correlation between the tio sets of measurements.
Therefore, it seems to be more suitable to use the positions I and
III or II and IV for the determination of the basic quality of the
measurements. Since this quality will be obtained frm adjust-
ments of indirect observations and as the results of solutions of
normal equations, it may be defined as standard deviation of umit

-eight. There is a clear diffece betOtMts concp

~is ii error of unit weight, vhich reqares that the observed dis-
crepacies"rer to given data Wich can be regarded as errorlesr
at least in ciparison vith the meas ents

The procedure show above in sections f3 and 11& can be used
for the determination of the sum of the squares of the residuals and

sndard deviation of unit weight. It m=st be noted, hover,
that correlati o may occur ftich resut in a standard deviation of
uwit weight value that i s too low.
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The reliability of the computed corredtions can be determined in
the usual wy with the aid of veight and correlation numbers wa the
basic standard error or standard deviation of unit weight of the ob-
se vatims. For the computation of the ei-ght numbers of the et-
pressions in (17), the definjtion of such numbers can directly be
applied. AU of them becoMe M. The ight numbers of the eXpresions

9
(ul8) through (iZD) are preferably cdaputed via the wight and corr-
lation nMabe3 Of the TweressiOng (107) tbzouh (U6). These ae
shown it the foll i wight matrix (Table V).

Table V. Wet and Correlation Numbers

S1 S2Ir I'r4I 5  S6, (17 W- r8j %9 QV
2 0 0 12-12 0 0 0 0 o 0

w4-12 -12 0 0 0 0 0 0
T Io2 o0 0 0 0

24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q 24 0 0 0O 0 0 0

0,24 -12 -6 -6 46 -6

%624 +6 +6 +6 +6

q 12 0 0 0

12 0 0

12 0

12o

The wight and correlations numbers of the expressions (8)
throcugh (ia) n~ o be cputed.
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We find, for instance-.

c ~ (48a) -2

xg y xg yg ~a 2 (123)

SCOO I=- + QM- + % -+ %99+ 'O1OT1O +

+ 4M-+ 4AMT8 + l&4r5T9 + I44JMf0 + 2qr-7" +

+ + 2 + g~rkno + 94low

%coc 48az

These are the most important weight numbers. For further determin-
ations of wight and correlation numbers, the same principles can
be used. When the 'weight and correlation numbers have been deter-
mained, the quality of all functions of the adjusted data can be
determined.

6. Grid Down. From Section 1115, it is clear that it is
sufficient to measure the grid in one location in order to deter-
mine the actual regular errors of the grid and of the comparator.
The some procedure used for the U-location can be applied to the
D-location. One of the D-positions is chosen as origin, to 'which
the regular errcrs of the grid are referred. If the regular errors
are to be referred to one of the U-positions, the relation between
this position and the D-positions must be determined. This canmb
done in a wayr similar to that of Section 1115; i~ ,regardig the
chage of the coordinate directions from one position to another.

Since the procedure is wey similar to *eat has been
treated above under Section- 1115, a deta~iled derivation of formls
etc.,. Is not given.

In the practical ezwsples of conparator tests a
show in Section IV, same determitions of regular errors f ru

meaureens of the sow grid in U and P-positions will be made.
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7. Determination of the Absolute Scale of a C cnpraor
So far, under pint III, onl~y th ifeecs niale of the twO
coordinate directions of the coapaYrtorind f the grid have been
determined. The absolute scale rema8ins to be detemined. This must
be done from the comparison of a given scale of high adcufacy Vith
the scales of the comparator., since the diferencesg have been
determinied, it is sufficient to detemine one of the comarator
scales only.

In n. points, the X-coordinates of an accura-te scale have
been measured in the comparator. One translation dxo and One scale

error dmx are assumied as regular errors of the measured coordinates.

The influences upon the measured coordinates from these two para-
meters are expressed by the differential formnula

dx - dx + (125
0

The meassured coordirates xare compared with the given coordinates
x.and the discrepancies are defined as

dax -X - "X (126)
m g

From (125), the correction formila, is obtained as

dx=xm g od x (127)
Since redundant measurements are made, the expression (127) is
%Written as a working correction equation:

v =-dxo - xm - dx (128)

For the most convenient treatment of the adjustment pwob1w, it
is suitable to use the point of gravity as Qrign this point is
defined through

The oord ts, referred to the point of gravity, are defined

Xx Cx (129)
n

Hence EX'1 0

The working correction equaton becanes
v-dx0 Xdmx -d (10)



For the n points, the norl equations become

ndx dx]- 0

E[Z dmx + [ d - o (3)

The sum [vv] can be found from the equation:
[w] -= [d ] + E]x + E xj3 (132)

The solution of the nol. equations is simply:

d[dx
=- (133)

0 n

-m iA~i (134)

Cv.vl = [d-mix) (135)

The stmard error of unit wight is

The Weight numbers are

QXOo Y- (137)

, (13-)

The correlation number is zero.
Corrections to arbitrary points can be com ed f (127)

or (130). The ~i~t number of a correcte coordinate is, according

to (130):

+_ + + (139)lxx nJ
and the correopording standard ero
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The root mean square value of the standard errors within a certain
interval x, - 2 can be found from the expression

X-2
s2 __2_~~~ ~~ X_-_ -- - ] ~) dX (141)

X (x -X) f ii

After integration, we find
3 _3,

2 2 _ + --- xl ) (142)
sx 0 3[ ] (x2  xI )

The standard error of the standard error of unit Wight is found from

s5

so

The confidence limits can be determined for actual cases with respect
to the number of redundant observationS (degrees of ffeedom) and
the confidence level (usually 5 per cent). A practical eample
of the determination of the absolute scale of a ccaparator is shown
in Section IV.

If more regular errors are present than those Aich were
assumed in the calculation above, it is desirable to determine
the individual residuals after the adjustment with the aid of
expression (130) and to plot a diagram. Further, a test of the
normal distribution is always very useful, provided that enough
residuals are available.

IV. PRACTICAL EAPS

It is desirable to test the procedures and formalas derived
above in order to check the expressions obtained and to determine
the order of magnitude of the basic precision and accuracy. In
fact, such tests must be performed ccmprehensively in many different
instrments with different grids and by many operators in order
to determine the basic factors upon which the determination of
tolerances, etc., must be founded.

A series of practical tests will be shown below. These tests
have been made priarily for the purposes mentioned above but ail
of them are not to be regarded as representative for the highest
precision and accuracy which can be obtained from high-precision
c tpaaors. The operator va not particularly wel trained or
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excperienced in some cases.

First, the resul~ts of a series of measurements for the determi
mination of the precision of image coordinate measurements in~ a
single image conparator will be shown. The focussing of the optical
system ws intentionally chaxied betwten the series in orer t e
the influence upon the precision of this variation.

Fiixther, the formulas derived above will be tested with ad-
justments of discrepancies,. caused by introduced artificial regular
errors in the grid and comprator coordinates. Then, series of
practia measurements in a single image ca-parator will be treated
in different wys. The absolute scale determination of a comrparator
Vill be show in detail in accordance with practical measuremefts
from the National Bureau of Standards. Finally, the results of
practical measurements in sone modern stereocomparators rwill be
shown Wnd discussed.

8. Determination of Precision of _ma- coordinate
Measurements in a Single-I-g C_ r~ Dfe n Codtos

The~~i prcdr~very sipe. The settings of the measuring mark
in a grid point vere repeated at least 20 times , and the corresponding
x and y- coordinates were recorded. Three series vi th different
focussing were measured, and the standard deviation of one measure-
ment vas corputed for each series accor'ding to vell.knovn procedures.
The detailed readings may be of little interest in this connection.
Therefore, only mne series of the measurements will be cagipletely
sho-wn iaiile for the others only the results ill be given. (See
Table VI) .

Fran Table VI, ve find:

Xavrg 84.o638 m

Yaverage 31.17_

[vxvx1 159.24 iicron2

lyY r J ] 128.69 micron 2

Hence, the standard deviations of one x- and ywmeaurenet,
respectively:

sx xj~ E '2.8 microns

172.90 2.5 microns
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Table VI eeznntino recisio Of' mf
oordinate Measurements it ASileIa cnp-

-etting x yX

1 84.062 3"4.811 +1.8 -.
2 61 07 +g.8 +5.7
3 63 09 +0.8 +3.7
4 61 -15 +2.8 -.
$ 67 114 -32 -. 3

6 209 +1.8 +3.7
7 60 -12 +3.8 +-
8 57 11 +6.8 +1.7
9 67 14 -3.2 -1.3

-10 64 15 -0.2 m-2.3
U1 63 13 +0.8 -0.3
12 60 13 +3.8 -0.3
13 66 12 -2.2 +0.7
-14 65 12 -1.2 +0.7
15 66 17 -92.2 f4.
16 67 15 -3.2' -2.3

16613 -2.2 -0.3
18 65 16 -1.21 M3.3
19 61 10 +2.8 +2.7

2065 13 -1.2 -0.3
21 62 15 +.8 -.

Fran ineasurements of the sam type with an improved, but not
the best focussing, the foliowing r~esults, vere obtained:

Ox=1.7 micrn

a = 1.9 Microns

Finally,. thbe best focussing was introduced, and the measurements
mere repeated. The fofloving s-e-tandard deviations were found:

O -1.8 microns

a y 1.0 microns
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Consequently, a clear relation between focussing and standard
deviations was found. It is evidently of great importance to
adjust the focussing carefully in order to obtain a high precision
of the measurements. This mlay be rather self explanatory but so far
no numerical information has been given on this subject. Much
more research should be devoted to this important question. The
degree of sharpness should be determined in same vwy, possibly
vith the aid of resolving power targets or some fo3m of optical
transfer testS in order to determine the correlation between
sharpness and standard deviation. Similar procedures should,
moreover, be applied to the imaging system of cameras.

In sumar-y, the standard deviation of the image coordinate
measurements (B measurement in x or in y) was for the actual
instrtment, grid, and operator found to be 1.4 micron as an average.

if two settings alvays are to be used and the average of the
results is to be computed and used for further computations the
standard deviation of this average is found by dividing the fieure
1.4 microns by V-" The standard deviation of the average of two
measurements in the actual instrment, in the actual grid, and by
the actual operator is, consequently,

x = Sy 1.0 micron

This is evidently the lower limit for the standard error of unit
weight of the image coordinate measurements, expressing the
accuracy of the procedure. In other words , there is little
reasonfTor trying to increase the accuracy beyond the obtained
value of the precision.

Another test of the precision was also obtained from repealed
series of measurements in sets of nine points. In each point,
only one setting was made in each series. A grid vas measured
twice in two locations, grid lines up and down respectively.
From the differences between the two sets of image cooin tes
in each location, the standard deviation of one setting and in The
ave, ae of two setting s cmputed. As an average, the value
0.8 micron wa found, hich agrees rather well with the value
shown above. It is also an indcation of the very good stability

of the instnuent.

9. Tests of Formuls and Procedures with the Aid of
Artificia . Errs -5he- teiabTFii efe~ M71 -to-

te p cy- ----- ---ormula sstems -for adJust-ents ad --i'~4aton
of regular errors is to use fictive coor tes containing lIown
artificil errors. Some ex!aples of this procedure will be

given here before the examples of application of the procedures to
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real grid measurements in a single codp aor.

The first step in the actual test procedure is to assume
certain regular errors in the grid and in the comparator and then
to apply the adjustment formiulas to the computed discrepancies
betweent the grid and comnparator coordinates.- The results iiust
agree with the introduced regular errors, and the standAizi err
of unit weight must becomne z.ero. The procedure will become clear
fran the example below. We assume nine regularly -located port s
according to Figure 14. The correct assumed coordinates of the
points are indicated together With the notations of the points.

51 0 53 1 55 0
-l00,+l0Q 0,+l0Q +100,+100

31' 3 3 tiL x . 1 5S

-100, 0,0 +100,0

11' 13' 15
-100,4_00 0,_l00 +100"-100

Figure 14.- Notations and Coor-.
dinates of the Assumed Errorles
Grid Points.

Next, ve assume the following regular errors to affect the
coordinates:

dx =+0.010 np

dy = +0. 010 mmn
dmn = +0.000020

dmyg = 0.00cog0

dcv = +0.000030

The c~~ris assumed to be affected by the fo~jloving regula
errors:

d4n -- ~.00003D
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dmyr, = -000050

de +0-000030

The influences upon the coordinates of the grid and the
comparator from these regular errors are next found from the
differential formtulas (5) and (6).

axdc-d. + xdm~ -y(da + do)

dy =dy 0 + ,Wa + y d

in the following Tables; VII through X!, the corresponding
cocpa-m-tor and grid coordinates are shownt. The grid position
shovwn in Fig. 14 is denoted La, The positions MI, =UI-i and
UNV are -obtained after rotations of the grid through 10040 ;Dg
and 3D0g respectively.

ble VII.- OmpamZor - bl VIII. Gri Cordites
CoordinatesPoionU

Point x Y rid x y
(mm) (u)int J(mm)

11 -99.994 -99.995 U1 -99.988 -99.991
13 0.003 -99.995 13 0.014i -99.988
15 100.000 -99.995 15 looxoi6 -99.985

3-1 -99.997 0.000 31 -99.992 0.007
33 0.000 0.000 33 0.010 0.010

35 99.997 0.000 35 1(00.0)12 0,013

51 100.000 99.995 51 -99.996 100005
53 -0.003 99.995 53 0.006 100.008

-55-- 99-99 99-995,540.08 10O
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able Ix. GiCoordinates
_______Position UI____

Grid I X y Covn.
point (n) (~) Point

11 -99.99-1 99.988 51
13. -9.98-8 -0i~ 01 31
15, -99.98,5 -100. 016 11

31 0.007 99.9"- 5-3
33 -0.010 -0.0-10 33
35 0.013 -100.012 13

51 100.005 99.996 55
53 100.008 -0.006 35
55 100.0 -l 100.008 1

ble X GridCodiae Table XI. Grid Coordinates
Position UnII Position UIV ___

Grid x y Cnp. Grid xy Czp
Point 100- L Point -point NOm J-L - R ,point

11 99.988 99.991 55 11 99.991! -99.988 15
13 -0-014 99.988 53 13 WO,8 +0-011 35
15 -100.016 99.985 51 15 9M695 100.016 55

31 99.992 -0.007 35 3-1 -0.007 -99.992 13
33 -0.010 -0.010 33 33 -0.010 0.010 33
35 -100.012 -0.013 31 35 -0.013 100.012 53

51 99.996 100.005 15 51 -100.005 "99.996 11
53 --.. 06 100.o08 13 53 100.-008 0.006 31
55 100.8 -W 100 011 U 55 100.011 100.008 -5-1

The discrepancies to be adjusted, are found frcan each grid position
in ubtactng he ctul gid coordinates fran the correspondig o-

paxa-tor coordinates according to Table VII. The cmputations can then be
made in form 3 or forms 5 through 7 (Appendix). If the computations
are mae accoz'dng to form 3, the obaie corrections will beCOane
combinations of the introduced errors fron the grid and the com-
pazzator. It is possible, hovever, to disti-nguish betveen the Influence
of the errors with elowntarmy pocedures, particularly if the measur-
amats of the grid bad bee mma also in the D-location (gind lines
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down). since this procedure my be of special interest to practice
in mazy cases, it viii2 be treated here and the results Vill ima-
mediately be tested. Next, the grid coordinates vili be shoun in
the four fl-positifos see Tables; XII through XV. Fia. 15 show
the positions Of the grid points after the tumin upside-dolm
of the grid and for position DI.

55 * 53 ' 1i

35 0 33' --. x 31

15 .13.i

Figure 15. Grid points in the DI-position.

Mbe _*. Gi -- oo sVble- )an. -A rid COorinte
Position DI________ _PositionDl___

Grid x y Coup. Grid x y C a up.

point (um) J ~ Point __ta (mm)...Pon

ii 99.988 -99.991. 15 31 -99. 991 1-99.988 U-
13 -04,014 w99.988 13 31 0.007 -99.992 13
15 100.9016 -99.985 1U 51 100.005 -09.996 15

31 99.992 0.007 35 13 -99.988 0.011 31
33 -0.010 Q0010 33 33 0.010 0.010 33

35 30012 0.013 3-1 53 100.00 o.oo6 35

51 99.996 100005 55 15 -99.98-5 ioo.016 51
53 -0-0o6 =a-.008 53 35 0.013 100012 53
55 1M08001 51 55 100=.034 100.0



lable XIV. Gridi Co inaR--beX.GidCodntT
poiinji _ Pston DIV

Grid xy Coorp. Grid x y Cmp

int __ _ o i-- Pont00 oi
51 -99. 996 -100.005 U1 55 -loo0 e0-100.008 U-a
53 6.oo6 10.00 -13 35 &0.0Ol3 -100.6012 13

55 1W,.008 w100.011 15 15 99.985 -100.016 15

31 -9992 QO0.007 31 53 -10.08 -. 00 o6 31
33 0.1 iO01 3 33 40.01O a-0.010 33

35 00012 -.. 013 35 13 99.i,988 -oik 3

U- -99.988 99.99l 51 51 -100.005 99.996 51
13 o.0!4 99i988 53 31 -04007 994992 53

x15 -- l- -9o591 -- 99.985L s5 _

The results of the computations according to form 3 and concerning
the regular errors dm., dn and d8 are suimarirzed below in Taeble XVI.

Zl VI. C Corrections dh, d, a d~ from the Positions

Lsit CIOL dm ~ d siti dmx _____

UI -. 00:.005000cD .00050 -0.000030 .0000
UII -000 o00007(-0.0000o40 Dii .000010 -0.000070 .0000-
UIII -0.0000- .0000A-0.00002) DMI .000050 .000030
UIV 40.0000- .00004-6-66Q646 rIV .0000106 -6607 .000

The corrections of Table XVI are obviously combinations of the

errors from the grid and from~ the ccuparator. The procedure of dis -

tinguishin between the tmo sources of the errors can be derived as

a. The Scale Errors The scale errors of the comparator
are denoted dm.~ d3--,-ofte grid in posi-toWn U1 ftg. dmy

Since the differences betwee the comparator ad the grid coordinates
ame used inthe-44 nt procedure, -the obtained corretionB must

conistof he iffrenes betmeen grid and the comparatorscl
errors.* It must be noted that corrections ad errors are opposite
each Other concerning the signs. The coordinate system of the CR-
paratol' is ftwd d=ug all series of mesreets but the grid system
is rotated as described above. Fmo this fact, the f olloving
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relatics are found between the corrections from the normal equations

and the errors of the caparator nd -the grid:

di~ m=a- dm.- dm,,

SdmDI yc-yg

F ui aI c M =aio s d, mh- de a-

,dyUJII ~yI c- d xm

di _ .din P- _- din +
y I- yc dr4,y

dm I~dxDIV =dix dyg

de fyDZV dm, dnc M

From suitable ccbinations, the differences dm..- dmt and dmac d

can be eccuputed but absolute values of the scale corrections (or
errors) can, of course, not be compUted unless the grid or the co-
parator can be regarded free from scale errors.

Fro the corrections of the U-positc s te fo -ing expressions,
for instance, are found:

dd intui e + edm mn -di 1e +-

dinxg dng -4

Since the scale differences axe expressed in +A-=s of quantities
iiic aedirect funtions of maed dAa t rcson o h

ccay of thbe differences can be determined according -to vell-
IMow procedures. Applied to the results of the computations as
shoiei in Table XVI, the folloving values are found fry, the ep ssiozis
for the scale differences:i

dINC - din 0,,000020 and
d-,xc o% ooooc

These data agree exwactly wihth rodnced errors above.
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b,. The __Errors d- Distinction can be made
betueeni a detemz3ation Of the actual angles from the U" or D-positions
or fro, the U-N and D-positions. For the former case, w have from
the basic di1ffeenia&l formulas for the U-positions:

In the position Un. the error d$g changes its Sign amd, consevuently,

Further, d0 1  d$g -

amid do v~~d$ 6

After euitable combinations the fo-4-oving is found:
do d.u+ d I+ d43---+ l

d 0  - 414 + do d v

In the D-position, the first expression is identical but the-
second one changes the sign since the grid is located upside dm.
Hence, the following is found:

do9- dODII 4D + Cl$DIV P M~l

The angles 4c and do can also be directly found from a comparison

between, the correspning U- and D-positions.

Ve have

and 'd do

Awe~ 4U - 14

2
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For -the canbinations of all adjustmients in the u" and Doitions,
wfind:

+ do + doa-+ cDI+~ii DI U~I~I
a I- +8I -+dj~X+dU7 ,l

8

From the law of error propagation, the accuracy or the precision of
the deterined angles cam be found.

if the data from Table xvi axe substituted into the formulas de-.
rived,. the errors of the angles are obtained vhich agree euoctly with
the introduced errrs.

It should be emphasized that it vould be sufficient to measure
the nine points of the grid in tio positions only, provided that
a rotationt through a right angle is md between the two positicus.
The quality of -the determination of the regular errors will, how
ever, be dependent upon the number of positions used. This can
easily be shown in, applying law of error propagation to the ex&
pressions for the angles doc and d~g above.

If two positions are used, the weight nmbers are fon from
the following expressions0:

dOU + dS__J

2

2

Since the tvo sets of measur'emnts are regarded to be independnut,
the wigt umbers are obtie as follow:-

wan the standard errr, after substituting Q from equation (50) or
form 3:
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Prom four positions, we find similarly

12a

and eight positions

08 g8  0 4-

Next, some examples of test measurements in an ordinary grid vith
a single image ccuparator vifl be shoun.

10. Stnmary of Test Meagutftents in! a Grid with a $in -le
~~ C -m raT gr iajiiiri Mlleight postions- in

a comparator by a rather inexperienced operator. Nine points vere
used according to the derivation in point !13 above and in some
extperiments also 25 points according to Fig. 6 were measured (it one
position only, however). All computations were performed with
the forms 3 through 7 (Appendix). The summary of the results or
different combinations of the measurements and computations wiull
be shown.

a. Grid Positions U. First, the grid or the compar'-
ator is aslafned to rrres The correctiow; --dy~~ dMY
their stanard errors; and the standard error of uni weight all
according to form 3 are shown for the four positions in TablelTil.

e-VI -Reguar Ersgahd er curM-u Acy;

Mta (xept the s,) Given n Units of 1~ u

Ition x crps
U-1 -27 Ui+12 U --3 15 2.6

U311 -15 13 +15 13 -1_ 18 3.1
Average 2 11- .

UII +7 13 -15 13 -1 18 3.2
U17 -+2-7 10 +5 10 -1 1~4 2.1

Average +1 - 5 - - - 28

For a judgment of the variations of the standard
errors of u=it weight and of the corrections,, the confidence limts
viii be used on the level 5 per cent.* Fcr the standard error
of unit Veight.'ve find the li1Midts 0.9 so - 2. so0



The found Variations of s- can, therefore, be regarded as normal.
The confidence limits of the corrections afe on the 5 per cent
level (t-distribution) * 2.2 a

With respect to these cnnfidence limits, only the
Corrections dM7 from the positions M and MV become significant.
The choice of confidence ievl is, of course, somevhat arbitrary.
in order to be sure that regular errors axe adjusted as carefully
as Possible in the instrument(provided, of course, that the grid
can be regarded as errrless), it seems advisable to use the

stabdard error itself as the limit. in this case, mhere the number
of redundant measurements (degrees of freedom) are 12, these con-
fidence limits vould cor spond to a level of about 30 per cent.

From the formulas under IV9, the Xegula errors of the
grid and the comparator can be distinguished. After substitution
of the data from Table XVI, ye find:

din dmn - .000006xc yC
da -dm = 0.000028

xg yg

d = 0.000002

d$ 0.000000

There is, consequently, a larger scale difference in the grid

than in the comparator. The angula errors are very small. The
conparator is evidently ell adjusted. The standard errors of
unit wight are 2.8 microns as an average. This is a cobination
of the errors of the grid and the comparator and includes also
the errors of the operator,

In order to eliminate the errors of the grid in the
determination of the standard error of unit weight, the four sets
of measurenents UI through UIV were mutually treated. The reslits
of the measurements in position UI mere used as given data, and
the computations were made according to form 3(Appenix). The
results concerni g the basic quality should be denoted sa
deviation since it is a question of repeated meaurmts of

The following results were obtained:

U! UII s - 1.8 microns
TUI V III s 1 .7 microns
UI UIV s=2.Omicrons

Average: T-T microns
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Since this is the standard deviation of & difference
betwen two series of measurements, !iich can be asstumed to be
mutualJ.y equal, the standard deviation of one of the series cAA
be Obtained from dividing 1.,8 byV. This gives the value 1.3
microns, vhich, is slightly greater than the standard deviation
from repeated settings only.

b6 Grid Positions Di The measurements in the
positions D were treated in the sawe iry as shown above for the
positions U. The results concerning the regular errors of the
grid and of the comparator agree vell, and the differences which
wre found Aft, of course, due to the irregula e rror s.

The following data were obtained:

dm - dm e -0.000012

dmg- dA =9 +0. 0=026

clod 0.000007

Clog -. ooooo06

Also, in this case the largest scale difference vas obt5.ine& for
the grid.

The standard error of unit weight wa found to be
3.3 microns as an average or somewhat larger than the corres-

pdigvalue from the psitions U. This my be explained by the
fact that the measurements in the positions D were made through
the glass of the grid and that smallI refraction errors May be
caused by irregularities in the glass. A comparison betwee the
results from the t1o locations U and ID is shown in Table XVII.

MTbMe XVII.- C- -Son -ew the -RFzRIuts8f ----------
- ad -Lcatidosof the -ri f 1 1ta xce

tIidaRd rr r u of UnitWit are- in 10- ____

sition d-m- s d s d8 SO~

D-- -15 17 23 17 "2 23 14.0

til 7 13 -15 13 "l 18 3.2
DII.L "3 13 "2 13 -2 18 3
Il -15 13 15 13 -l 18 3.1

MII -33 13 2 13 -5 18 3.2

MYV 27 10 5 10 -ml 1~4 2.
DIV 9 ll -l U1 0 15 2.
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The cmputations with the aid of the forms 5 through 7 (Appendix)
show very good agreement.

Also in the location D, the results of the measurements were
transformed to the results of the series DI in order to find the
standard deviation. The results were found as follow :

DI . DII 1.8 microns
DI DIII 2,4 microns
DI DIN 2.5 midronS

Averfge: 2.2 microns

Consequently, a somewhat larger value vs fond from location D than
Urm 1. Ths m be exained by the influence of the g s of the

gid.

4. Tests of the forms for the 25-pinmt combination.
asu t and c ptations pefomedx , i 5 pinsccord-

ing to form 4 (Appendix). The results were satisfactory, and the
form seems to function well. The stanard error of unit weight "a
found to be 3.4 microns. This value is slightly larger than the re-
suts from the measurements and computations as shomn above.- Sane
of the grid points in the 25-point combination Vere of considerably
lower quality than the points used in the 9-point combination.
This may axplain the difference.

Further examples of the 25-point combination will be
shown below in connection with the tests of some different modern
stereocpators.

U.. Practical Determination of the Absolute Scale of a
c=E! or and--e acy. Two diferent -caes n -
c ovbenUed- Frm Dr. Francis E. Washer, Refracto.
metry Section, Metrology Division, National Bureau of Standards,
same sets of' observations for the determintion of the absolute
scale and accuracy of a comparator were obtained. These observa-
time have been computed according to the principles shown above
in Section M7. First, an adjustment as made of data mhich were
averages of the measurements of tvo observers and of ten repeated
settins. The results Ar shown in Tables = and XX and in Figs.
16 and 17. Further, the results of each individual observer were
treated in a sima manner. The results of these computations axe
a h niFp. IS a8n 19.
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a. The Actual Copuatons.

1e XI.MAsured Data WAd X =the coordinates along the
esiduals9; Averages of Two Ob- scale,$ referred to the point

serversof gravity as origin.

S8cale X dX V d-x -the discrepacies be"
Line (=) (Mm) (Microns) resi d. tveen the comparator and the

______ ____ _____ micons glass scale, defined as errors
i *e. measured value Minus

2) -160 -0.05 +0.59 givenl Value or comparator
-150 +0.03 +0.69 coordinates minus glass scale
-1140 1.295 .m0.35 coordinates.

50 -130 1.24 -0.16
60 -12) 1.50o -0.24 dx va determined as averages
70 -10 1 o i.06 +o.38 of 10 repeated settings in
80 -100 1.57 +o.06 each point.
90 -90 1.2-1 +0.6o

100 -80 1.17 +0.82 v :tthe residuals after the
10 -70 2.36 "o.19 adjustment,. computed for a

120o 6o 2.55 -0.20 check of the sun of the squares
13 - 50 2.41 +0.13 Of the residuals and for the

14 - 40 2.76 -0.04 histogram, used in the normal
150D 30 2.86 +o.o4 distribution test.
160 2o 3.52 -O.44
170 -10 3.11 +0.15
180 0 3.82 mO.37
190 + 10 4.35 -0.72
200 + 20 4.31- -0.50
210 + 30 4.62 -0.63

20 + 40 5.12 -95
23) + 50 4.14 +0.21
240 + 60 4.39 +0.15
250 + 70 5.17 --0- A

260 +80 5.56 -0i.66
270 + 90 5.42 --0.34
280 +100 6.12 -o.86
290 +110 5.97 -0.53
300 +120 5.e37 +0.26
310 +130 5.30 +0.51
320W- +140 5.09 +0.81
33) +150 4.82 +1.35
340 +160 5.56 +0.79

5W ~ 113T w0---09
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From the Table: n =33 dx - -= 4118microns
0 3

Cdx4 -11.6 - --0.0818

£dx=5440.10

[Cdxj 5Wo.67l 6

[w] =500.67-16 -391.610o3 -98.91=7 zio.i486

s T_____ 1= 0.57 Micron

0 31

The residuals v mere computed from the formula (130) after substi-
tutiont of the parmeters from the adjustment.

bl1g, Teat of Normal Distribution ofRsdaaAtr Adst~et

Class Number ft ft 2  Class Stand. Proba- np f -np(fp)
means Of limits class bilityrp

t values b limt
0.1 f (-)
Micron

14 1 14 196 13 2.3 0.010~ 0 0.2 0.05
12 0 0 0 1.94 0 0103 . 10
10 0 0 0 i.9 0.029

8 3.5 28 2:24 9 1.59. 0i.0516 1.8 1.7 1.61
6 3 18 108 7 1.24 0.0792 2.6 o.4 0.06
4 2 2 5 0.89 0.1114 3.7 -1.7 0.-73
2 4. 8 32 0.53 0.1305 4.3 0.2 0.01
0 0 18 0.18, o.1428 4.7 -7 0.61
2 4.5 -9 18 -1 -0.18 0.1305 4.3 0.2 0.01
-6.5 -26 104 3 -0.53 o.ui 3.7 28 2.12

-62 -252 ' -0.89 0.0792 2.6 -0.6 0.14
-8 1.5 -12 96 -7 .x.2 0056 1.8 -0.3 0.05

1.5 -15 5- 159 0.0297 1.0 0.5 0.25
-12 0 0 0 Q4 00155 0.5 -0.-5 0.50
-14 0 0 0 -1 7.19-

- - 7- 1
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The vtalue 7.19, consequently, means that the thesis that a
normal distribution is present can be accepted on the 5 per cent
level.

A histogram of the residuals and the corresponding normal
distribution curve is shoun in Fig. 17.

b. §---- and Discussion of the PA ~ Procedure.
Through the acju nt coutation, the- dtytematiC or reglar
errrs dxo and dmx have been determined according to the method of
least squares. The sum of the squares of the residuals [vv has

been used for calculation of the standard error of unit weight so
which can be regarded as the statistical expression for the it-
regular errors Wach remain after the correction for the two
regular errors axt and dx

The obtained value of the Standard error of unit weight s
0.57 micron is an expression for the errors of the glass scale, 0
the comparator, and the operator. Doubtless, there are regular errors
of different kinds for instancecaused by temperature variations or
of periodic nature in the scales. A certain distinction might be
possible after examination of the residuals hich are shown in
Table =, the right colu. In Fig. 16, the residu are shown
graphical.y. It seems possible to determine a kind of sine-curve,
,which might reduce the sum of the squares of the residuals. Before
doing this, however, it wiuld be suitable to make another series of
tests measurements and computations similar to those above in order
to see if the residuals become distributed in approximately the same
mane as shovm here. If this is the case, a dete iation of the
sine.curve n e rically and according to the method of least squares
Should be perrole

For the judgment if the standard error of unit weight can
regarded as an epression for irregular errors, a normal distri-

bution test of the residuals is suitable. Such a test is shown
in Table JE and Fig. 17. The results of the test show that the
residuals are nor-mally distributed according to the 01i2 criterion
on the 5 per cent level. The number of residuals (33) is, however.
too small for a completely satisfactory test. The results confirm
the centrml limt theorem however, concerning the nra distribution.
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,

Assuming the glass scale coordinates to be of approxi-
mately the same quality as the coordinates of the comparator, the
standard error of each of these sets of coordinates can bec .. ted
from the found value s o  0.57 micron by dividing this by

1.414. We then find the va-lue 0.4 micron which can be regarded as
a good estimation of the accuracy of the coordinates of the glass
scale and of the coordinates of the comparator. In the mentioned
value, the errors of the operator are included. Further, it must
be emphasized that each coordinate wA determined as the average
of ten settings and that the standard error of unit weight refers to
this method of measurements.

The results are of great practical interest since they
show the accuracy that can be obtained in using the actual scales and
instruaents for absolute scale determination.

The observed series from the two operators, A ard B,
were treated separately. The observed data were averages of five
Settings each. The procedure Va identical with hat has been shom
above. Prom the results shown in Fig. 18, 18a and l8b, the conclusion
can be found that there may be a systematic error of periodic nature
in the residuals. The agreement betien the residuals from the two
observers is striking and indicates a sine-shaped fluctuation, which
also might be adjusted. The residuals are, in both cases, normally
wel distributed on the 5 per cent level and the standard errors of
unit weight are about 0.5 and 0.7 micron, :respectively. Assuming
the accuracy of the comparator and of the glass scale to be approxm-
imately the same, the standard error of unit veight of the ccmparator
becomes of the order of o.4tude 0 micron. This is a very good
accuracy, 'hich evidently can be obtained.

Another set of measurements in a comparator of a glass
scale was obtained from Dr. Markowitz, U. S. Naval Observatory, and
has been computed in a similar way as vs shown above. A brief
summary of the computations and the results will be given here.

A 17-cm scale on glass vas measured in a linear com-
pam-tor. From repeated settings in each line the precision of the
measurements could be deter med as a stadard deviation of one
measurement and of the average of ea s eIs of -0-tti-as.

The results of the measurements of 17 lines am shown
in Table XXI. Since the task of the measurements primarily va to
test the ruling of the glass scalethe results of the me asu ts
in the compaator ar regarded as given data and the ncminal values
of the glass scale as measured data. The errors e are defined as
dx- measured value " given value. Tn the table also the coor-
dinates X of the lines are shown, as determined from the point Of
gravity oc the scale.
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-Table Eror~0E. Measured and GivenData._

Measured Givenl Error Coord.
,Scale Line Values dx micron X

0.000 0.000 0 0085
10.000 9.999614-0.14 .75
20. 000 19.9999 +0.1&&6
30.000 30.0001 +0.1 -55

50.000 50.0000 0.0 -35
6o.ooo 60.0001 -0.1 -2:5
70.000 70.0005 +0.5 0-5
80-000 80.0003 -0.3 - 5
90.000 90.00o6 iio.6 + 5

100.000 L00.0006 -0.6 +15
U0.00 ( -0.0012 -1l.2 +25
120.000 20.00OU -1.1 +35
130.000 50.0012 -1l.2 +4-45
140.000 40.0015 -1.5 +55
150.000 50.0016 -1.6 +65
160.000 60.0017 -1.7 +75
1170.000- 70.0019 _-.9- +85-A

The folowing computations are made directly from the taible.

n =_ 18 [dx] = -12 d-xO +0. 67 microns
Exdx]= -625D E[0C = 48450 dm-= 0.012900 microns/mn
£d~~] =16. 66

[vv] = 6.66 14- 625 2 16.66 16 o0.66

-0 A ro =6 =4 0. 2 microns

w = 0.014 microns

Confidence limts: t-distribution, conf'idence level 5 per cdat:
*~ ~~Q 2. ~=± 4micronAs.

Confidence level 1 per cent:
t 2!9go = * .6 micronMs.

The reiduals are sownV in Fiiigue1.
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Su • The accurawcy of the measurements is very high and indi-
cates that the glass scale and the ccaiParator are of very high
quality. The glass scale ca consequently be used for the detern-

ation of absolute scales of other comparators. tacking orthogon-
ality can be checked with the aid of an ordinary g9rid, Ich is
measured in at least tUo, but Preferably 4 different positions after
rotation through a right angle betieen each position.

1,Z. PracticaL Tests of Soame Different ate ocn tors.
Primarily, in oirdr to detemifne the StSndaWd eror Of Unit weiht
of image coordinate measurements for the establiheftt of tolerances,
etc., but also for practical test of the derived folmula systems,
a acc grid of high aud Iom acuracy has been measurd in some
different stereocompators. The glass grid used us specially
ordered frm the Wild OCmpany in Swvtzerland and vas delivered with the
coordinates of all grid intersections. The grid division is in units
of 10 x 10 uM.

Check measurements of the grid Vere made at the Division
of Photogrametry of the institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sveden.
FrW the completely independent measurements and ccmputations (adjust-
ments of coordinate transformations), the standard error of the grid
coordinates as delivered by the Wi. company irns found to be about
1 micros. This is a very high accuracy, and the grid can be regarded to
be of highest possible quality. A description of the check procedure
vas given in the paper; Lycken, L. E., Test Measurements of Grids,
Int. Archives of Photogrammetry, Vol. XI, Stockholm 1956, Com. II.

The grid vas approximately adjusted in one of the image
holders of the ccmparator, and the coordinates of 25 points vere first
measured and recorded. Electronic recording devices ere used in all
cases. In one of the points, a great number of repeated settings were
made in order to determine the precision of the coordinate measure-
ments. Further, in some cases, a nunber of additional points were
measured for statistical tests of the residuals after corrections with
respect to the adjustment in the 25 points.

A rather detailed description of one of the experiments performed

will be given while only the finalresults Of the others a present.

a. Stereoccepartor I.

(1) The Precision of the Coo'dinate Measu es.
nanarbitrary point Of th 14, -2rnegset~ were md n

the corresponding x- and y-coordinates were automatically record-e d.
The averages ere computed, and the deviations between the averages
and the individual observations were determined. The standard
deviation of oe measurement w then found to be 1 icron for x and y.
The precision can be increased through using repeated settings in
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each point and determining the average since the standard deviation
of the average decreases with tue square root of the number of ob-
servations. It is evidently an econmical problem how many obser-
vations should be made. At least two observations and preferably
three might be advisable in ease of, for instance, delivery tests of
an instrument. In the actual case, only one setting Ms made due
to the limited time. It might be noted at this point that the
importance of the stan deviation sometimes is overestimated in
the determination of the accuracy of an instrument, The6retically
it wid be possible to inerease the precision Infinitely by
increasing the number of settings but the accuracy cannot be similarly
increased.

(2) The Accuracy of' the Co2pa - or. From the
measurements in the 25 points, an adjustment las made with the aid
of forms 1 and 4. The comparator coordinates were, in other words,
transformed to the system of the given grid coordinates And the
elements of the transformation were determined under the conditions
that the sum of the squares of the residuals is a minirmu. The
results of the computations:

dxo0  2.52 microns

dyo = 1.72 microns

cbzx = 0000192
dm omoooo&
dm = 0.0000068

y
da - -0005484 radius = -3c 9 cc

d4 =-o.o000056 radians 3 c

(w] 76 mnclons2

s = 1.3 microns
0

There is a small scale error found, in the x-direction, the quantity
dmx means 4.8 microns for 240 mm, and in the y-direction the corres-
ponding meas 1.3 microns. Consequently, the affine deformtion
is to be taken into-account if standard errors of about 1 micron
in magnitude are to be desired in the results of coordinate meas-
urements. The lacking orthogonality w f to be very sm and

can be neglected. The standard error of unit weight (1.3 miqerm)
indicates a very good quality of the instrment. It should be noted
that the gr-id can hardly be regarded as errorless In compison wth
the standard error of unit WIght obtained. If the standard error
of the grid coordintes, 1 micron, is q u tically subt ftm
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the standard error of unit eight, there remains a stabdard error
of the comparator of about 1 icron also. This means that the
standard error is of the same order of maoitude as the standard
deviation of the coordinate measurements and that the instrument,
consequently, is as good as possible after corrections for the
determined regular errors, primarily the scale errors. It also
povies that the accuracy of a comparator really can be so high that
the standard error of unit wight becomes about 1 micron.

(3) D~teMiation and Statistidgl .Test& Qfhe
Rlesiduals after the Mus ~ht. It is most important to be able
to check whether or not the residual errors or correctiOns after
An adJustMent are normally distributed. For such purposes, the
individual residuals must be computed. The residualS are obtained
f:: the working coirection equations after substitution of the para-
meters from the normal equations.

In this case, the residuals vere found from the
following expressions:

_ 2.5 - 0.000019x + o.000554y dx

v- 1.7 - o.000007y 0.000548x dy
y

Hence, after substitution of the x- and y-coordinates and the corres-
ponding coordinate errors, the individual residuals were found. For
the statistical test, the residuals were divided into class intervals
of 0.8 microns, viz., -4 .4 to-3.6, -3.6 to -2.8, -2.8 to-2.0, -2.0 to

-1.2, -1.2 to-O.4, -0.4 to+O.4, +o.4 to +1.2, +1.2 to+2.0, +2.0 to
2.8, +2.8 to +3.6, +3.6 to +4.4.

Residuals 'which were identical with the class limits
wre distributed with to each of the actual clmaes. The test
procedure is shovn in Table XX00.
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* be ~ai. NomalDistribution -Test----___

ClssReiClass IStandardi zed 2
Means duals ft ft 2  limits, Class limits p np f..np L

t f b b-Irp

&4.o: 1 -4.0 16.00 3. -2773.0 .0 .0
-3. 2 0.5 -i.6 5.-12 4 -. 15 ~ 3000 00
-2.4 1. 5 -3.6 8.6A -. -4 .105 43 31

~i61. ..43 12 -0. 912 0.1995 10.0 +3.s0 0.90
-0.8 13. 10.4 83 0o - 31 0.2434 1. +3.3 0.89
0.0 15.5 0.8 0 4 +o.4 +0.31 0.1995 10.0 -1.5 0.22

+0.8 8.5 6.8 14.0 +1. 2 +0.92 0. U 70 5.8 -3 0.02
+1. 55 .81408 +2.0o +1.54 0. 04Wo

+2.4 2 4.i8 U.52 +2.8 +2.15 0.0130 3.0 0.0 0.00
+3.2' 1 3.2 10.4 +3.6 +2.-77 0.0028
+4.0. 0 0 0- --

ni _=50.-0 1.6,83.2o _____ 49.81 _5.22

1.l3 microns Degrees of freedom -7-3 4

2l.6=0 2 = 0.71 chi-2  9.49
50ch 9 5 5

The probability p has been taken fromn The result 5.22 is between
table of the noml distribution 0.71 and 9.49. The resiul

function. are normally distributed on
the 5 per cent level.
5.22 corresponds approad-
mately to a level of about
6o per cent.

A histogram and the correspon~ding normal di~tribution curve are show
-n Fig. 20.

(4) Measurements and Tosts of Additional Grid
Coodiats. After them 4Vemets f -&1-d cbrdn -je n-25
ftuazl located points (Form 1, Appendix), 36 points vere measured
Along the diagonals of the grid. The results of these measurmns
have been used as a check of the error propagation fromn the adjust-
ment of the original measurements in -the 25 points.

First, the measured grid coordinates wre translated
to the saesystem as the original 25 points before the adJU~tment.
Corrections and residuals vere then computed in the same manner as
vas shown above. An inspection of the residuals proved tha a certain
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constant error was present in the x-residuala. This may have been
caused by a minor vibration of the inhtrument between the two series
of measurements. The magnitude of the constant value of the residuals
was 2.5 microns. This value was subtracted from all x-residuals. The
y-residuals showd no similar tendency. The root mean SquaM values
of the residuals were found to be.

in x 1.8 micron, and in y= 1.9 micron.

Next, it is of interest to test if these results agree
theoretically with the error propagation from the basic measurements
according to the law of error propagation (See under section 114
above, expression (82)).

?or a 50 m, w find the root mean square values of the
standard errors Ms= l.o6 S 1.4 micron. The agreement with

the practically determined root mean square values 1.8 and 1.9
micron is not very good. The question arises as to whether or not
the differences are significant. If they are sigificant, the errors
of the residuals in additional points may have been caused by other
sources of errors than those which caused the standard error of
unit weight. In Such caseS, the chi-square test can be used. Accord-
ing to -ell-known procedures, we compute the confidence limits of ihe
standard error for two confidence levels 5 and 1 per cent and for 44
degrees of freedom. The number of observations is 50. We find the
following confidence limits:

For 5-per cent confidence level: 0.88 s o - 1.35 so or
1.2 - 1.9 micron

For 1-per cent confidence level: 0.83 so - 1.45 so or

1.2 - 2.0 micron

Consequently, the upper limits are reached for the 5-per cent level
and nearly also for the 1-per cent level. The relation between
theory and practice can, therefore, be accepted although with some
hesitation. The explanation for the high root mean sTuar values frw
the practical tests may be that the measuzements were made in one
long, nearly uninterrupted series, which lasted more one hour.
Therefore, the results of the measu ents of the additional points
may include errors due to tiredness.

The residuals in the additional points were also tested
concerning the possible normal distribution. This test s perfoe
in a similar manner as above (see Table =iI).
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Class Resi- ft ft 2  Class St.ardized
Mean# duals imits Class limits p np f-np Qn
It fb (b-x"):s - np

-4.8 -2 9. 6 '46.08 4.4 -2.44 8
-4.0 0 0 0 4.. -200 84i5~ 02 0.01o
-3.2 2.5 ,8.0 25.60 2.8 i. 56 5.3 .3 0.32
-2.1 4 .6 23.0 -2.0 -. a 0.U79 8.5 -. o 0.12
-1.6 7.5 12.0 19.20 4.2 -0.67 o.16i5 U-.6 2.4 0.91
-0.8 i4 -11.2 8.96 -0.4 oi2 0.1742 12.6 +0.9 0,06
0 13.5 0 0 +.4 +0.29 o.1615 11.6 -1.1 0.10

+o.8 10.5 8.4 6.72 +1.2 +0.67 01179 8.5 +0.5 0.03
+1.6 9 14.4 23.04 +2.0 +.11 0.07411 5.3 +0.7 0.09
+2.4 6 14. 34.56 +2.8 +i.56
+3.2 2 6.4 20.48 +3.i6 +2.00 8:110..1.003
+4.0 1 4.0 16.00 +4.4 2.44 0.0155
+4.8 0 o 0 0 .0073

72 1. 3.72.0 2.03

a 1.8 micron Degrees of freedm- 9 - 3 = 6

2 ch 2

x =0 @bi 5 = i.64 chi 12.59

The histogram and normal distribution curve are shown in Fig.
21.

b. Stereocomparator I. In a similar my as has been
described above in Section IV 12a, another stereocmparator has been
tested by measurements in the ,grid. Only the 25 basic points were
measured; however, but the computations were varied in order to give
a more complete information on the distribution of the errors.

First, the adjustment of the measurements in %U_ 25
points wa performed ad the following results were obtained.

do 0.04 microns 07 = 0. 18 microns = O

0 -o.24 microns sx = o.00o47 M
dzx 0.0000232 c 38

da= 168 =0 1.7 microns
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After correction for the standard error of the grid is found
s- t.1A microns. The residuals vere computed in all points and were
tested concerning the statistisal distribution. The normal distribution
vas found in both cases (x and y) (Fig. 92). Of course, the number
of residuals is capawatively small for a test like this. For a
delivery test, for instance, a great number of additional points should

be measured and taken into account. A graphical presentation of the

residuals is shown in Fig. 23.

The coordinate tmwformation and adjustment iws aso made
with five points only. The points vere located in the corners
and in the center of the grid. After the tra s ormation ad adjust
ment, the residuals were computed fid tested for normal distribution.
The histogram Of all residuals in x and y, except for those in the
transformation points and the corrsnding normal distribution
curve are shown in Fig. , and the individual residuals are shown
graphically in Fig. 25.

c. Stereoc___ _r M. It ws found that the original
grid could not be i this ccZiator sinee the format of the
plateholders vas somewhat too small. Therefore, a contact print
on glass of the 6riginal grid had to be used for the test measurements

in this instrument. The contact print had been measured in one of
the other comparators immediately after the measurements of the

origina grid in the same comparator. Therefore, the accuracy of
the contact print could be estimated fran these measurements.

In Comparator iil, 25 points were measured in the contact
print and these measurements were adjusted with respect to the
measurements in the same points in the other comparator. The results

of these computations indicated a standard error of unit weight of
the image coordinate measurements in Comparator III of 1.6 microns;
i.e., the m oer of ~itude as va found in Comparators I sad II.

V. SLORY OF TH PRWICAL TESTS

The practical tests have proved that the developed fo
systems vork correctly and that they ar simple to hadle. The
results of the practical measurements give Information about the
accurasy and precision Vhich can be expected from instruments Uhich
are available today for image coord-inate measurements. in most
Cases, regular (correctable) errors have been found in the instru-
ments. in som cases, further adjustments of the instruments may
be possible. It may Vell be discussed, however, how far such an
adjustment should be ma mechanically. An adjustment can evidently
never be made free from errors, A the last cor time must be
made numerically. in such a situation, the order of magntude of the
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numerical corrections may be of less importance and, therefore, the
actual final mechanical adjustment of the instruments may be
negiected. The standard error of unit weight of image coordinate
measurements in modern stereoccmparators after adjustment has been
found to be of the order of magnitude of 1 to 1.5 microns after
correction for the standard error of the grid itself. The standard
error of the coordinate measurements in connection With the scale
determination of a comator (measurements along a line) has been
found to be of the order of magnitude of 05 microns, provided that at
least five settings in each point are made and that the average of
the readings iS used.

From these basic data, confidence limits for all functions of
the basic measurements can be established in order to obtain toler-
ances. For Such a work, the theory of confidence limits from statistics
has to be applied and a certain level has to be chosen. it Should be
eMphasized, however, that more practical measurements in comparators,
using grids of highest possible quality, are desired in order to
obtain more information about the basic Standard error of unit weight.
Also for the routine tests of instrument and operators in connection
with practical work, the derived methods and formula systems can be
applied. Well-defined tolerances, founded upon the confidence limit
theory, can serve as indications for acceptance or rejection.
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PPEW X
Form 1

Cp~atorTeStS.-_Determination of Coordinate i' ~ ~ e. _

Note(;
Grid " x Xneas.x-t given Yma.trnsy

-12

14
-15
2-1
22
23
24

32
33 0001-000 .Om000 0 00.000, 0.000 0
34
35
41
42
43
'4
45
51
52
53
54

551 __52_ ______ _55__ Positions and _no ation

41 *42 '43 44 "45 or grid points.

X0 Mann ocpamatr system.
4a "31 *32 33 4 135:21 12 2 24 *25

12 14 *1-5
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Canpsz'ator Tests Form 2

Adusmnt of Single Grid Measaua'ents. 14 Points

Instrwaent: bite: 1f
Operator:
Coanputed by:! in
Date: 32 a4

dxx -x 4gvems, given' - YM5.

23

Point dx k-lkld X k -. k 3 k 3 dx 7~ 4  k k-dy k 6 k$&
mierons -- - mirons

-32 +10 +2 _

CdAl A 41 N3] [dy] q 4

-10 - - 4 - L- _---

dr.

dy0 = - =

N141

2a

=114~1

Ivv = J+ [4y2 ) j4c3- 2 d]

'0 \m- ' 88



CcenqAz'tor Tests

Forml3

Mdjusbnent of Single Grid Measurementts. 9 Points

Th-st &et: Date: 51 53*f 55.
Operttor: a= mm
CaMu uted by: T x
Date: 4& 1. -~5

dx x -dv ;dy yfi yg I J3 1

ftintft Ckdx k3 :1kjdx -ly %k4 kd k5 I dy 6d

U - ~~+1+1--11
13 +1 +2 -1 0
15 +1 +1 +3 -1 +. +1
31 -10 -1 0
33 +~1 +1
35 +1 +2 +41 +2

51 - 1-1 +1 -1 +1
53 -10 +1 +2

2.L - - ___+1 _ _+1 + 3
LN]=9N91 _, _dy 9 ~ j

" £dcY 2 ) N,

Corrections:

dxO Fx1 O =

0

do -Y =Q

dm = - ~ ~ -. n

12am
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cmparator Tests Form 4

Adjustment of Single Grid Measurements. 25 Points.

Instrument: ~ t:5
Operator: 4a
C~uputed by- Date: 41 -*

dx x -x ;dy
me"a. given 7meas. - givenl12 3i 5

Point dx k, k--dx k2 - - I k3 -x &y k4 l 1cdy k --k k Ir

U +9 42 +1 +2 +2 +5
12 +1 -2 0 +2 +1 +1.
13 -2 -1 +42 +
14 4. - -2 +2 -1 +

15 2 -2, - +2 -2 +1
21 +2 -1 +21 +1 +2 +4
22 +1 -l +1 +1 +1 +3
23 -1 0 +1- +2
24 -1lm -1 +1 -1 +1
25 -2 -11 -2 +1 -2. 0

31 +2 +3 +2 +3
32 +1 +2 +1 +2
33 +1 +1
314 -1 0 -1 0
35 -2- -2 J

41 +2 +1i +4 -J+2 +2
42 +1 +1 +3- 1+1
43 +1 +2 -10
44 -l +1 +1 - 1-

45 -2 +1 0 4i -

5-1 +2 +2: +5 -21 +2 +1
52 +1 +2 +4 -2 +1 0
53 +2 +3 -2-
54 -1 +2 4-2 42 m1 -2
55 1-2 -1+2 - 11 2 -21 -3

~dxJ 1121 112 [252 [
- - - I i.L . -N25 -_
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Corrections:

dXo = M I54-N25W 3

.y0 = w dx2] + [dy2)]

X -506a

amn M 22- 2  + [dy] 2!
y 50a- --

25
d., 53-52542_ M5 253-2 -+2

50a 50 92
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ctnparsator Thesta

M.3ugtment of Pour Sets of MeAsurements. 9 Points

Form for the Ccmputation of the Factors T, -I

Form5

Grid PositionUI__ ____

rid .dr, TXo _A T- ---- -~ --- -- Al

-1 l 1 F1 1 -.1 +1 +1 +2
13 1 -1 +1 +1

15 +1 -1 1~ 1 +-+1 0

31 -1 1+1 +2
33 +1
35 +1 1l ;1 0

51 -1 F1 41 +1 - +1 +2
53 -1 41 +1 +1
5 +1 1 -1 41 +1--

Grid Position UTI
Tl 4 T _T8  d Tr

Point~ Ti - T

13-1 1 11 2

15 -1 1+ 1 1 1 -2

3-1 - 1 +1 -1 +-1
33 41
35 4- 1 -1 +1 1l

51 + 11+1 WJ 1l
53 ml -

+ + _- 1 4.

55 + -- _- - + - -~ _ _
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Compafator Tests

Adjus-taent of Pour Sets of measurements. 9 points

Form f'or the CoMputation of the Factors T, T--0

porm 6

Grid Position_11 ____ ____

Grd~C 1  T T,S
poinl f -cr RmaCr.- __k Rdl yk ifl?.

11 +1 -1 -1 +1 41 "1 1l 0
13 - +1 1 -1 +1
15 - 1 1 - +L. 1- -j 1 +2
31 1 -1- 1 0
33 +1
55- 1 +2

51 +1 -1 1- -1 -1 +1 0-1 0
53 1 - - +1 -1
55 __-1 1 1 -- 1 +1 l,1 +2,

Grid Position UV

T-_ T "TiJ T(

U1 +1 +1 1 -1 - + 10
13 +1 -1 -1 0
15 + 1 -1 +1 .1 -- -1 0

3-1 +1. -1 -1 +1 +1
33 +-1
35 +1-i1 +1 -2+

51 ml +1 +1 -3. "2. 12 +1

53 +1 :1 +2
-5 1- +1 1 -- 4-1 2.
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comprat. Tests Form 7

Summary of the Adjustm~ent of Four Sets of Measurements. 9Pointts.
U-positiont

cpui ons of the T-tem-s froq-forms -5 and 6:

+Tx x+T + -T

T T- +T :-..T +T
2 2y- T2y11I 2y +T 2YIV

T =T ~+T- + T3 +T
~3 3x1 y1 3YIV
=T4I + T +,

-4 1 + T4y111 + T4 C =

Ir-T-T -+ T- T T5 5XI _ 5x+ T5x111+ 5xIV
T -T + T__ + T6 +6 -6xI )3r1 6x1l+1 6y1v-
T-=T + n7 71 T 1

ITS 8  + TSY11
= T +T
9 9111 +yWin

T0 =T XV+ T
10 r~I 10yIV

Computations of' the Final :Results:

dm. dm~c =( - T1):48a=

dm -dmly, (T~ T3)l8
d~-(2T 4 3)7 48 a9 + 1 4a

ds (-T + T + T8+T + T10 ):48a =

dc (2 5+T- 7  -T -10 ):8

Ids T +T +T +T + T0 -T1 =:f
1116 7 8 9 10

d~( + T- T -T T -T ):I48a=
1 56 -7 8 10
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